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WHO WE ARE

ABOUT DOTWAY &
CORE ENERGY™

DOTWAY Learning & Development Solutions  is the first

and only provider of Core Energy™ coaching solutions in

Poland. 

 

We support individuals, teams and organizations to get to

your Core first - your potential, true desires and values.

Then, we work to remove the blockers that stop you from

fulfilling your aspirations. Finally, we add empowering

energy to reach your goals, step by step. We empower

you to bring your & your teams' potential to life with

world's best in class tools and solutions. 

 

Core Energy™ is a US-based methodology, accredited by

International Coaching Federation with Energy

Leadership Index™ Assessment recommended by Forbes

Coaches Council as one of the top 3 every executive and

manager should take. 

Focus on conscious growth
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OVERVIEW

WHAT IS ENERGY
LEADERSHIP™?

Bring your leadership potential

to life. 
 

Energy Leadership™ is the process that develops a

personally effective style of leadership and positively

influences and changes not only yourself, but also those

with whom you work and live.

 

Being a leader of today, to prepare those around you for

the challenges of tomorrow is not an easy task. There still

doesn’t seem to exist a single formula for the perfect

leadership style. And we don’t argue there is. What works

for some, may not work for the others. What works on

some occasions, may not work at all times. One thing

remains certain, though, and that is your leadership

potential.

 

What we bring with the Energy Leadership™ is the self-

awareness: 

where you are today;

what’s your ideal image of a leader that you want to

become;

what’s blocking you and how to overcome those

blockers.

Focus on conscious growth
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THE BENEFITS

WHY SIGN UP FOR THE
PROGRAM?

Focus on conscious growth

 

more effectiveness;

less efforts;

more fulfillment;

self-awareness and conscious leadership;

 

These are just a few possibilities how you can benefit from

the program. With the variety of delivery modalities from

pre-work and post-class assignments, through practical

workshops, supported by individual coaching you have the

opportunity to take part in a unique growth experience.

 

The cornerstone of our program is the Core Energy™

methodology with the Energy Leadership Index assessment™

- a methodology that guarantees extraordinary and

sustainable results.
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WHAT ARE THE
BONUSES?

Free access to SCOPE™  app (Specific Current Operational

Profile of Energy) - a mobile application based on ELI™  which

gives your profile of energy at any given moment with respect

to the specific task you’re rating. SCOPE™  also shows you which

factors are influencing your energy state and gives you

suggestions for how you can shift to a more anabolic (powerful,

constructive) energy.
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Having talents, skills, potential is one thing - our
attitude and typical reactions are another. Our
attitude may either empower us to succeed or
doom us for failure.
 
Energy Leadership™ Development Program is a
unique opportunity to look after yourself as a
leader first, then those around you.
 
Choose to lead consciously to your full potential. 

New era of

ENERGY OF
CONSCIOUS
LEADERSHIP

 

The Energy Leadership™ Development Program is a training program based on 7 levels of

leadership and 8 building blocks that empower your growth as a conscious leader, in life and at

work:

MODULE 1: Conscious Leadership & Emotional Intelligence

MODULE 2: Dynamic Communication

MODULE 3: Influencing Others

MODULE 4: Problem Solving

MODULE 5: Productivity

MODULE 6: High Energy Relations

MODULE 7: Health & Well Being

MODULE 8: Time Management & Balance
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Focus on conscious growth

WHAT ARE THE PROGRAM DETAILS?

WHAT ARE THE PROGRAM LOGISTICS?
 

2 hour pre-work and 30 min post class assignments;

4 days / 8 workshops / total of 32 hours;

90 minutes individual coaching session after module 1;

groups of minimum 6 up to 16 participants;

your investment: contact us for pricing.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescoachescouncil/2018/05/01/11-assessments-every-executive-should-take/#582550957a51
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Ranked in the Top 3 assessments which every
executive and manager should take by the Forbes
Coaches Council. Assessment provides a unique
lens on self-awareness and emotional intelligence,
two key ingredients for any leader. Situational
awareness of yourself and others is critical for a
leader to respond appropriately to the people in
their charge. Understanding where you are at any
moment and how you respond to stress can make
all the difference.'

Recommended by
FORBES

Energetic Stress ReactionEnergetic Profile

 

The ELI assessment is an attitudinal assessment and it is the starting point of our Energy

Leadership™ Development Program. The results of the ELI assessment include:

the 7 levels of leadership (energy) and how they interplay in our work & life;

the Energetic Self Perception Chart;

individual Energetic Profile & Stress Reaction;

individual predominant leadership levels and their interplay;

advantages & disadvantages of each level;

opportunities for further development;

individual 90 minutes coaching debrief.
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WHAT IS ENERGY LEADERSHIP INDEX™
ASSESSMENT?

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescoachescouncil/2018/05/01/11-assessments-every-executive-should-take/#582550957a51
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The Core Energy™ coaching solutions were
developed by Bruce D. Schneider, the founder of
iPEC (Institute for Professional Excellence in
Coaching). The methodology itself with a wide
range of tools and solutions for individuals, teams
and organizations is accredited by ICF
(International Coaching Federation). 

Accredited by
ICF
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Full offer

CORE ENERGY™  SOLUTIONS

Core Energy™  Individual Coaching

Traditional coaching is goal-oriented (clarify goals, create action plans and be accountable
to them). This approach can be extremely effective in the short run while a person’s
enthusiasm and energy are running high. It might not be sustainable in a long run. The Core
Energy Coaching™ process goes much further to uncover inner blind spots and cultivate
new perspectives which support individual success on a sustainable level. Core Energy
Coaches start the process “inside,” finding the root of most challenges and blocks to
success, including limiting perspectives about the world, defeating thoughts, and outdated
beliefs picked up from family, society, and the media. This method enables you to know
who you are, what you really want and how to get there..

Energy Leadership Index™  assessment for Individuals and Teams

Energy Leadership™  Development Program

Energy Leadership™ is the process that develops a personally effective style of leadership
and positively influences and changes not only yourself, but also those with whom you
work and live. Program is based on 7 levels of leadership and 8 building blocks that
empower your growth as a conscious leader, in life and at work.

The ELI assessment is a standalone tool - it can be taken by an individual or a team with a
debrief session. ELI uses seven different energy “levels” to describe the types of energy a
person experiences and expresses starting at the lowest level of 'a Victim' finishing at a
'Creator' approach. When combined with the personally-tailored Energy Leadership Index
debrief, the ELI™  assessment can help you look closely at where (and how) you’re investing
your energy. In this way, you’ll be able to make a plan and adjust your priorities in support
of your work and life goals. 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescoachescouncil/2018/05/01/11-assessments-every-executive-should-take/#582550957a51
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CONTACT

ABOUT OUR TEAM

Anna Rzaca: experienced leader, HR professional, business trainer and

certified Core Energy ™ coach. Managed teams of 3 to 100 people using

communication as the main tool for building employee engagement. She

helps organizations in developing conscious leaders and leadership teams,

who take care of themselves first to be able to manage others successfully. 

Privately, she loves weight lifting, knows best breakfast spots in Krakow and

travels around the world from Asia, the Middle East, Africa and South

America. Her motto: Culture eats strategy for breakfast.

Paulina Maslich:  business trainer, leader, mentor, Core Energy™  coach by

profession. With passion and energy, she supports teams, leaders and

trainers in developing their competences and potential. Paulina has been

delivering workshops and trainings for over 11 years on 4 continents from the

United States and Brazil, through Ireland to India, China and the Philippines.

In Poland, of course, too.

Privately, a traveler and photographer. Travel helps her to achieve the

effectiveness and efficiency at work, and photography brings creativity.
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DOTWAY Learning

@dotwaylearning

dotway_learning_official

info@dotway.com

www.dotway.com

+48 505 132 310 (Anna)

+48 536 585 600 (Paulina)

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescoachescouncil/2018/05/01/11-assessments-every-executive-should-take/#582550957a51

